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On our Cover: Our cover shot was taken by Gold member John Furlan (jlf), of California, USA. He calls it “Lake Crescent and Pier” and it was taken during the 10th Annual
Nikonians Adventure Trip (ANPAT) at Olympic National Park, Washington State, USA in September. He used his Nikon D700 with PC-E NIKKOR 24mm f/3.5D ED lens at an f/9
aperture and 30 second shutter speed. The ISO was 200. A 3-stop hard graduated neutral density filter was placed along the lake’s edge with a 6-stop B+W ND filter to smooth
the lake and clouds with the 30 second exposure time. More ANPAT images start on page 5. John wins an Epson Stylus Photo R2880 Ink Jet Printer for making our cover.
This Page: Nikonians Academy Director Mike Hagen (Mike_Hagen) was busy organizing the 10th ANPAT but he did manage to get some photos, including this shimmering scene. He was looking for patterns in Lake Crescent’s water and found these ripples in the shadow of a mountain. He used his Nikon D300s, Nikkor 200-400mm, f/4 at
1/4000s.
THE NIKONIAN™ is copyrighted © Nikonians EMEA Ltd 2010. All rights reserved. Nikonians® is a registered trademark. Our domains, products and services are not associated
or affiliated with the Nikon Corporation. All images are copyright of the respective photographers. Chief Editor Tom Boné (flashdeadline@nikonians.org). Design and Production
provided by Kristina Nessl, Executive Office Manager, enprovia® Software Engineering s.r.o. Our circulation: Over 150,000 copies of this publication are downloaded within the
first three months of being issued.
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Editorial

by Tom Boné (flashdeadline)

The ANPAT – Symbol of Nikonians spirit
This was the year we marked our 10th
anniversary.
The online community of Nikonians
founded by J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) and
Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs) has become a “must
visit” destination for all Nikon enthusiasts, regardless of skill level.
The founders had a unique concept from
the start. They wanted to host an online
community of friendly and knowledgeable members who would share, learn and inspire through a spirit of courteous and friendly information exchange.
The 10th Annual Photo Adventure Trip (held this year in Washington State), is a significant symbol of that Nikonians spirit. Gathered for a group shot just before their farewell dinner at the 10th ANPAT (see our last page-closing shot), this group hails from
all corners of the globe and multiple time zones. The USA members are joined by long
time community friends from Canada, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Korea, Mexico
and Slovakia. They represent professional occupations (other than photography) in
many fields and they each have unique religious, political and social backgrounds.
From Day One to the farewell dinner at ANPAT 10, their personal backgrounds took
a back seat to the basics. Pack your gear, join your friends and go take great pictures
while enjoying each other’s company. That is what Nikonians is all about.
Bo and Ramon would love to see an ANPAT with thousands in attendance but the
logistical and financial challenges are just too great, especially in these depressed economic times. So, the next best thing is to make it easier for the online community to
join in with expanded benefits, more image size and weight options and rewards (in
the form of discounts from our growing number of corporate partners).
The new features have already begun. Image size and weights have been expanded to
allow for 1,200 pixels at the longest size and 300Kb per image and your linking of
gallery images has been simplified.
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Members can now use their cell phones to share photo locations, and even do their
shopping for Nikonians Photo Pro Shop items. Those Photo Pro Shop purchases are
directly supporting the growth of the community. All this has been added just as we
entered our tenth year and we are now moving on to 2011. More new features are
already in the works, including an improved “editor” for posting and replying in the
forums.
The newly formed Nikonians Academy Europe has expanded the successful model established by the North American Nikonians Academy (now celebrating their fifth year),
and our Moderator Team is growing with fresh new members.
All these internal online expansion efforts are directed towards making each and every
member get as close to feeling the spirit of ANPAT as possible, from the comfort of
their countries and neighborhoods. If you want to venture out for a piece of that experience, don’t forget we are now seeing an increase in local and regional gatherings
through our Travel and Getting Together forum.
Stay tuned for 2011. The “spirit” of Nikonians symbolized by ANPAT 10 will continue
to grow and one day—perhaps you too will have the opportunity to attend.
Tom Boné (flashdeadline)
Editor

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a 25 day trial period, that you can now expand to 60 days, but we invite you to enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy
opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The
Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we
take this opportunity to thank you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!
Download your personal Membership Certificate.

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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10th ANPAT Showcase
The Nikonians field event of the year, the 10th Annual Nikonians Adventure Trip (ANPAT) at Olympic National Park in Washington State, USA was held
September 11- 18th and we asked our attending members to share some of
their images.
This edition of The Nikonian showcases some of those images and the background behind the photos as described by the attendees. You will note some were
more descriptive than others, but the images speak for themselves.
Nikonians co-founders J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs) joined
the ANPAT crew (now known as “The Wild Bunch”) as they enjoyed the scenery
and camaraderie arranged with the guidance of Mike Hagen (Nikonians Academy
Director) — the on-scene host and event coordinator.
A farewell Dinner was held on the last night, and it included some winners of a
special raffle:
1 year gold membership extension - Larry Anderson (mnbuilder49)
1 year gold membership extension - Stanley Miller (STAN__LEE)
1 year gold membership extension - Albert Esschendal (alberte)
Markins Q10 - Steve Alnaama (flyfishaddict)
Markins Q3 - Susan McPherson (Sumac)
Markins Q20 - James Fitzgerald (JimFitz)
Our images are arranged by contributing member and in random order along with
their comments. Our thanks to those who contributed to this edition and apologies in advance for trimming down the selection for maximum effect. More images
are available at the ANPAT 10 Impressions Gallery.
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10th ANPAT Showcase
Killer on the Surface
Kathy Vogt (Red Crane)
Taken with D300 and Nikon 70-300 VR lens at 1/1250 sec, f5.6, ISO
400 at 300mm, handheld with VR on (cropped). The day started
out very gray and overcast. Right before we arrived at the location
of the pod, the sun came out and stayed until we left. This was my
first time ever to see whales and shooting them proved to be very
challenging. They moved pretty fast and one never knew where
they would surface. I just focused on the water where I thought
they might surface, held my breath, then shot on continuous high
until they went back down and then hoped that something came
out. In hindsight, I would have shot at f8 instead, which would
have still given me a fast enough shutter speed to stop the action
and then more depth of field to get the whale in better focus as it
surfaced. All in all, I was very excited to just see them and a picture
was icing on the cake.
This was my first ANPAT. I had read about it in the forums for the
past several years and dreamed of attending one. The opportunity presented itself this year and I jumped on it. I knew I would
have fun and learn a lot, yet my expectations were exceeded. The
memories and relationships with my new friends will be cherished
for years to come.
I learned so much from my van mates, not only about the technical aspect of photography, but maybe more so about the emotional side of it. In the past, I
had allowed the elements of the weather to dictate if I walked out the door with my camera. This ANPAT propelled me beyond that. I am no longer afraid
to shoot in the rain. I no longer freak out if a drop of water gets on my camera or lens. I learned to embrace whatever Mother Nature handed us and work
with it instead of wishing that we had sun and blue skies instead of driving rain. It was the adverse weather that helped me to open my eyes to the endless
possibilities of images waiting to be captured that I might have missed if the weather had “cooperated” with my agenda. When the rain blows sideways,
it’s amazing what one can see if one points the lens down and away from the blowing drops. Most importantly, I learned to just enjoy the moment.
To be thankful that I was there with a camera in my hand instead of being stuck somewhere in a cubicle behind a desk. Special kudos to Mike Hagen for
doing an outstanding job of organizing everything and being flexible when needed. The venues were diverse and everything was well planned. I especially
want to thank Rick Hulbert and Albert Esschendal for mentoring me and leading by example. It’s what they didn’t say that affected me the most. When
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10th ANPAT Showcase
we would reach our destination, whether it was
raining, sunny, foggy, whatever the weather, they
both would pick up their gear (it always seemed
to take Rick longer for some reason) and tripods
and head out to find an inspiring scene that was
just waiting to be captured.
There are some things that I would do differently
next year if I’m able to attend. Instead of bringing the Gitzo G1298, which I brought since it was
smaller and lighter, I would bring my Gitzo 1325.
I absolutely love that tripod and didn’t bring it
because I thought it might be too big and heavy
to carry around. I missed some shots because the
G1298 was not tall enough (I’m 5’3”) even with
all four sections extended. I also spent more time
adjusting the legs since it was so much shorter
and had more sections. I would also make sure
to carry a towel with me at all times. I used a
Think Tank modular belt system to carry my stuff
in the field and loved it. Best purchases for this
trip: Singh-Ray Vari-N-Duo filter, Think Tank skin
chimp cage and pixel racing harness, rain pants
from Cabela’s and the reservation for ANPAT 10.
Would I do it again? In a heartbeat!!! I think the
most important thing that I learned on ANPAT 10
is to be thankful when I have a camera in hand
and enjoy every moment to the utmost degree
(like hanging out on the beach with Larry Anderson and just watching the waves roll in). I feel so
fortunate that I met some great, new friends and
that I learned some important life lessons. I am
relishing my memories, enjoying my images and
looking forward to next year. VAN 4 ROCKS!!!!!
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“After the Rain”
Kathy Vogt (Red Crane)
This was taken in the Hoh Rainforest with a D300 and Tamron 90 2.8 macro lens at
1/2 sec, f22, ISO 100 at 90mm on a Gitzo G1298 tripod with a Markins Q3 ballhead.
I held a Singh-Ray Vari-N-Duo in front of the lens to utilize the polarizer. I liked how
the jagged edges of the leaves contrasted with the round drops of the rain. It wasn’t
until after I took the picture that I saw the strands from a spider. I had a lot of fun
shooting this.

10th ANPAT Showcase

Phillip Boggs (Photo_Phil)
River
Taken on the Sol Duc River in the Salmon Cascades area, with
Nikon D700, 24-7mm zoom f/16 at 60mm. I liked the touch
of fall color to balance the scene.

30% OFF
Annotate Expert
VOUCHER
valid from

NOW until end of the year 2010 - just enter this voucher code:

xmas-2010
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10th ANPAT Showcase
Phillip Boggs (Photo_Phil)
Marmot
I had lots of close-ups, but
liked this one with the Marmot
(groundhog) in his Olympic
Mountain home. Taken with a
Nikon D700, 70-200mm lens at
110mm and an f/2.8 aperture.

Albert Esschendal
(alberte)
Deer Close-up
A young deer at Hoh Rain Forest Very close to the parking lot
it was there with his sister and
Mom. Taken with Nikon D3,
AF-S 600mm f/4 VRII lens at
ISO400, f/5.6, 1/100s.
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10th ANPAT Showcase
Albert Esschendal
(alberte)
Cold walk
Taken from Obstruction Point. Photographed this patch
of snow on the Mountains, and realized later there was
somebody walking in the upper right hand corner! Made
with Nikon D3, AF-S 600mm f/4 VRII lens at ISO200, f/11,
1/200s.

Lance Levine (llevine)
Foggy afternoon
Nikon D700, 16-35mm F4 lens. Slight blending with
HDR, iso 800. Taken at Cape Flattery on a dark, drizzly, foggy, flat afternoon. Challenge was keeping
equipment dry and getting enough light to give contrast to the image.
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10th ANPAT Showcase

John Reasbeck (reasbeckja)
Sailboat with Rolls of Clouds Returning to Port Townsend
Shot with Nikon D300, Nikkor 70-300mm AF-S G VR ED lens, ISO
400, f/16 aperture at 1/1000sec.
The rolls of clouds off the horizon seemed quite interesting. I needed a foreground image to hopefully make a pleasant picture. A sailboat came within range of my zoom lens. It seemed like a suitable
composition. The lighting was quite bright, being out in the water.
I wasn’t using any filter but my standard UV. I needed to blend the
water, clouds, and sky, together with the boat, and try not to let one
aspect overpower any other.
I tried to compensate for the brightness by biasing the meter setting
down – I was shooting JPG. I used ISO 400, so that the quality of
the image would be fairly high. And, I selected the program setting
that gave me a good depth of field while allowing me to use a sufficiently fast shutter speed. Those two settings permitted me to get
everything in focus, and provided a sharp image even though I took the shot from a moving
boat. In post processing, I did color balancing and adjusted the vibrance. I needed to stay
away from contrast adjustment, since that can diminish clouds. I noticed some noise in the sky
and performed a little noise reduction. I sharpened the image a bit as well. When I cropped
the image, I moved the sailboat a little to the right.
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Pete Wilson (Pete Wilson) Curious Marmot
Taken with Nikon D300, Nikkor 70-200 f2.8G VR1 lens at 200mm
with aperture of f/3.5, 1/250 sec shutter speed and auto ISO (came
to 220).
This image was taken on the road to Obstruction Point. We were
on our way back from Obstruction Point to head back to the hotel.
We spotted a group of these Hoary Marmots watching us as we
drove by. They were fairly easy to photograph as they were very
curious about us. Photographing wildlife for the most part is not
much different than photographing a landscape scene. You have
to think about the composition: How do I place the animal in the
frame, which way is it facing, does the scene look natural? Consider
the background: Are there any things in the background that will
detract from the photo? Shutter speed and aperture need to be
considered. You need a fast enough shutter speed to freeze any
motion the animal may have while allowing an aperture that will be
pleasing to the eye.
I have started using auto ISO when photographing wildlife. I can set a minimum shutter
speed to properly capture the animal without motion blur and then set the aperture that
I want to control the background the way that I want. In this case I liked this photograph
because the Marmot was showing his teeth. I chose to use a fairly open aperture to blur
the background of wild flowers and fall colors. I positioned the Marmot in the frame so
that he was looking toward the long side of the photo and positioned him to somewhat
follow the rule of thirds.
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10th ANPAT Showcase
Pete Wilson (Pete Wilson) Beach
Taken with Nikon D300, Nikkor 70-200 f2.8G VR1 lens at 200mm
and aperture of f/22. Shutter speed was 30 seconds and ISO at
LO-1 (100). This image was taken at Second beach. The day was
cloudy, light rain (off and on) and foggy. In other words it was very
dreary. The sky was very gray and matched the water in color. To
make the most of the situation I decided to try to use a long exposure to cause the waves to create an almost fog like effect to display
what the conditions were like. Even though the photo almost looks
black and white it is not - it is a full color image.

Lance Levine (llevine)
Point Wilson
Shot with Nikon D700, 70-200 mm F2.8 VR2, f18,
1/125 Gitzo GT3541LS tripod, Markins M20 ballhead
and ISO 800. At Point Wilson Lighthouse in foggy
conditions. Fog started to lift and the lighthouse started to show. Challenge in foggy conditions was to find
image opportunities closer so they would be visible.
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10th ANPAT Showcase

John Furlan (jlf)
Cape Flattery
Taken with Nikon D700, AF-S NIKKOR 14-24mm f/2.8G ED lens at 19mm, f/8 aperture and
shutter speed of 1/250 sec, with ISO 800.
I was looking for a unique view and was drawn to a tree growing at the edge of the cliff along
a worn path below the viewing platform. I setup my tripod and took pictures of the tree placing it center and left. I noticed a smaller tree growing out the side of the cliff below the tree
at the edge. I couldn’t get my tripod placed so I used my favorite D700 feature – the high
ISO – to increase the ISO to 800.
I kneeled down and handheld my camera over the cliff’s edge to capture this photo. I took
multiple photos for an HDR, but the latitude of the D700 even at ISO 800 was enough. To
balance the lighting of the scene, I used Nik’s Color Efex graduated neutral density filters to
darken the white sky and the nearest foreground a bit. Added a bit of midtone contrast to
bring out the sea and cliffs. In the end, I liked how the tree brought the different layers together.

Let your iPhone help you
shop at the Nikonians
PhotoProShop
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10th ANPAT Showcase

John Furlan (jlf)
Ruby Beach
Nikon D700 with PC-E NIKKOR 24mm f/3.5D ED lens at f/11
and half second shutter speed using ISO 200.
The stream, pooling before it flowed into the ocean, immediately
caught my attention to add unique interest to the scene. Photographing the pool and the stacks along the beach with a strong
foreground element required crossing the stream to reach the
opposite bank. So, I crossed a makeshift bridge up the beach to
the right and climbed along huge logs strewed along the beach
to get back to the edge of the pool. I setup my tripod at the
edge of the pool with the log to draw the eye into the scene.
My first photos of the scene did not have the depth of fog but
patience paid off with the fog occluding the offshore island to
add more atmosphere to the photograph. Moments after this
photo as the fog made its way to shore the glassy smooth pool
disappeared as the wind picked up and the fog came ashore.
One last challenge in creating this image was the many Nikonian photographers and a few other people were walking
along the beach, so I used a technique of taking many photos as people moved along the beach and then blended them
out in post to yield a clean view of the beach. To control the dynamic range, I used a 2-stop soft graduated ND filter to
balance the sky and reflection. To extend the exposure, I used a 6-stop B+W ND filter. Finally, the conversion to B&W
was done with Nik’s Silver Efex Pro.
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10th ANPAT Showcase

Ruedi Stähli (ruedi)
La Push Boat
Taken with Nikon D700, AF-S Nikkor 14-24 mm f/2.8G ED lens at
22mm, aperture at f/11 with shutter speed of 1/500 sec. ISO set
to 400.
It was taken at La Push. We were all experimenting with HDR (inspired by Mike Hagen) and this picture was processed from 5 images (Exposure -2 to +2 EV). Compared to the “normal” (non-HDR)
picture the HDR image quality provides much more detail in the
texture and - in my opinion - fits well with the grey weather and the
dilapidated look of the once beautiful boat.
The difficulty here was to get an image composition that showed
the details of the boat as well as the context of the harbor. I tried to
achieve this by using a wide angle lens with f/11 and crouching low. The 5 pictures were shot
rapidly without tripod using the frame advance rate CH (continuous high speed).
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Ruedi Stähli (ruedi)
Beach HDR
Taken with Nikon D700, AF-S Nikkor 14-24
mm f/2.8G ED lens at 15mm and f/13 aperture. Shutter speed was 1/60th sec with
ISO 400.
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This picture is a HDR processed from 5 images (Exposure -2 to +2 EV) shot rapidly
without tripod using the frame advance
rate CH (continuous high speed).
It was on a very rainy day and the main problem was keeping the raindrops
from hitting the curved front lens of the 14-24 mm Nikkor 2.8.

Bi Mah (Markins)
Old Tree on Beach
Taken with Nikon D700, AF-S Nikkor
24-70mm f/2.8G ED lens, at f/22 and
1/3 sec shutter speed.

10th ANPAT Showcase

Jim Knighten (emi_fiend)
Sol Duc Falls
Taken with Nikon D300, Nikkor 12-24mm AFS lens
at f/11 and 1/8th second shutter speed. Camera set
to ISO 200. Sol Duc Falls was at the end of an 0.8m hike through semi-rain forest and was a primary photographic
target the day. Flowing water is always an attractive target for me since I have only recently purchased the Vari ND
filter. The obstacles to overcome were the (1) narrowness of the overlook bridge, (2) other people, (3) trees that had
fallen so that they were unattractive objects in many shots of the falls, and (4) and deep shadows on one side of the
falls. I overcame the narrow bridge with unusual tripod positions and the other visitors by patience. The unsightly
logs were overcome by the angle of the shot I chose and the 4x5 crop of the image. The deeply shadowed bank
was handled in post processing. (I tried an HDR sequence, but preferred the single shot image.)
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Bi Mah (Markins)
Sea stack
Taken with Nikon D700, AF-S Nikkor
24-70mm f/2.8G ED lens, at f/18
and 1/6th sec shutter speed.

10th ANPAT Showcase
J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)
Mr. Mah concentrates
Taken with Nikon D700, aperture at f/10, with exposure time of 1/160th.

Jim Knighten (emi_fiend)

Ruby Beach

Taken with Nikon D300, AF-S NIKKOR 24-70mm f/2.8G
ED lens at f/11, 1/250 second exposure, ISO 200. Ruby
Beach was the most photogenic of the beaches we visited. The combination of the fog and sea stack rocks was
most attractive to me. Not only is Ruby Beach scenic,
it has easy access, so a primary obstacle was that it has
many visitors. I liked this composition because of the rocks, drift wood and fog. I had to wait for a moment when no people were in
my frame. While the original image is lovely (in my opinion) I post process this with Nik Silver Efex Pro to get a black & white image
that conveyed the mood I had in mind when I took the shot. I found that a modest level of sepia toning enhanced the mood.
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James Gould (jgould2) Battery Forms
Taken with N ikon D3S, AF-S VR Zoom-Nikkor 24-120mm F3.5-5.6G IF-ED lens zoomed to
58mm and f/8 aperture. Shutter speed of 1/100 seconds at ISO 500. This was taken on the last
day at Fort Worden. I found the forms and shapes here to be most interesting (as well as the
grungy colors). The rusty bolts on the doors also intrigued me. Once again a heavily overcast
day so I avoided any sky. This one was taken hand-held and of course with no HDR. I really
liked Fort Worden and could have spent an entire day there checking out every battery. We
saw quite a few of them as it was. When it wasn’t raining, I carried two cameras and lenses on
my BlackRapid double strap with the third camera and lens in a small Lowepro backpack. Using
small ArcaSwiss type clamps on the BlackRapid strap allowed me to instantly shoot handheld or
mount quickly on a tripod. When it was raining I just carried one lens and camera mounted on
the tripod (covered with a plastic rain cover) and the others in the backpack.
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James Gould (jgould2)
By the Dock of the Bay
Taken with Nikon D700, AF-S Nikkor 17-35mm F2.8D IF-ED lens at
22mm and aperture of f/16.
Shuuter speed was 1/3 seconds at ISO 200.
This was taken on the first day out at Lake Crescent. Like everyone else I was attracted to the interesting dock. The overcast was
heavy and the fog was almost down to the water. I wanted a fresh
idea so I thought of everything (dock, logs, headland) pointing to
a vanishing point in the right hand side of the photo. The brightly
colored kayaks were just out of the picture to the left and I didn’t
want them in the photo. I figured with the exposure time of 1/3”
the fog would have a more ethereal quality and that’s what I was
aiming for with this photo. I liked that the tires and chairs were in
sharp focus.
I was using my Feisol 3371 tripod with a Markins M20 head and we were all struggling a little to learn
how to shoot in the rain.
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Rick Hulbert (rhulbert)
Northwest Coast
Taken with Nikon Nikon D3x, PC-E Micro NIKKOR 85mm f/2.8D
lens and manual exposure (Michael Mariant would be proud of
me). Aperture at f/16, ISO 200.
I wanted to capture the essence of the quintessential Pacific Northwest Coast.
The challenge was to cope with Dense Clouds, Fog, and Rain.
I tonemapped the image to allow the perceived dynamic range to
equal what I saw with my eyes.
My main camera model for ANPAT 10 was a D3x.
My two most used lenses were the 24PCE and 85PCE...both Nikon Lenses, of course. I used my Magica
Tripod combination.
I am a poster boy for Think Tank bags...I mainly used the steroid belt system with Skin components. The only
advantage of being overweight is that I can get an extra pouch on my waist.
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Mike Hagen (Mike_Hagen)
Long Lenses at Tongue Point
Nikonians (from left) Lance Levine, Steve Alnaama, Victor
Chelf, Jim Nichols and Gary Poole photographing birds at
Tongue Point.

Rick Hulbert (rhulbert)
Rain Forest
Taken with Nikon D3c, PC-E Nikkor 24mm lens and manual exposure at ISO 400. I wanted to capture the essence and variety of
the Pacific Northwest Rain Forest Floor. I tonemapped the image
to allow the perceived dynamic range to equal what I saw with
my eyes. A single remote Nikon Speedlight was used to capture
the glistening vegetation as I witnessed it in the rain. The only
other way to convey the sense of being there would be to hang
the image in my shower to re-create the feeling I had at the time
of capture.
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Mike Hagen (Mike_Hagen)
Cape Flattery Panorama HDR
Cape Flattery is the northwestern-most point in
mainland USA. The day was rainy and overcast,
so I used an HDR sequence to show the drama of
the landscape. This is a 9 frame panorama that
was composited together with Photoshop CS5. I
then brought the image into the brand new Nik
HDR Efex Pro to create the high dynamic range
final result. Nikon D700, Nikon 14-24mm f2.8,
f/8 at 1/80s, handheld.
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Mike Hagen (Mike_Hagen)
Lady Washington at Sunset
We had returned from a day of photography
in the rain and were resting at the hotel. The
clouds opened up and perfectly lit the sail on
the Lady Washington as she was returning to
port. I ran back into my hotel room, grabbed
my camera and snapped a few exposures before the light faded away. Nikon D300s, Nikon
200-400mm f4, f/13, 1/250 sec., Gitzo tripod,
Markins M10 head.

Nikon D7000 Review

by Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)

Nikon’s approach to mature technology
produces an “ultimate” camera
Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)
is an information technology
engineer by trade. He’s been an
avid photographer since 1968
when his mother gave him a
Brownie Hawkeye camera.
Darrell has used Nikon cameras
and Nikkor lenses since 1980. He has
an incurable case of Nikon Acquisition
Syndrome (NAS) and delights in working with Nikon’s newest digital cameras. Living near Great Smoky
Mountains National Park has
given him a real concern for, and
interest in, nature photography.
He loves to write, as you can see in the Resources area of the Nikonians.org
community. He joined the community in the year 2000, and his literary contributions led to his invitation to become a Founding Member of the Nikonians
Writers Guild.

Figure 1 – Mode dials on the D90, D7000, and D300S
overly excited about “yet another camera.” Before I bought the D7000 I had only seen
it on the internet and it looked like another D90. New and improved … yay! — followed by a yawn.

Darrell has been published in the NikoniansPress/Rocky Nook series of books:

•
•
•
•
•

Mastering the Nikon D5000,
Mastering the Nikon D90,
Mastering the Nikon D300,
Mastering the D700, (co-authored by James Johnson)
and Mastering the Nikon D3000.

His newest book, Mastering the Nikon D300/D300S is now available,
and he’s already working on Mastering the Nikon D7000 .

Figure 2 – Body Overview of the three competing cameras

In preparation for my upcoming NikoniansPress book, Mastering the Nikon D7000,
I bought a Nikon D7000 kit from Brad Berger of Berger-Bros.com — one of our supporters. Having purchased virtually every Nikon DSLR released since 2002 I wasn’t

However, when I opened the box and lifted the camera out of its bubble wrap I raised
my eyebrows in surprise. I expected to be seeing a D90 clone with some more menu
items and the controls in a different place for variety. Instead, what I had in my hand
looked and felt more like my D300S than my D90. I noticed immediately that some key
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controls had been added to the body instead of being buried in menus. For instance
the Mode dial on top has a ring under it containing the camera’s Release modes. Look
at the pictures in figure 1 where I have compared the Nikon D90, D7000, and D300S.
Can you see how the D7000 is like a combination of the D90 and D300S?

Shooting with the D7000
About this time my daughter-in-law decided to give birth. What better way to test out
a new Nikon than on pictures of a cute little baby. I headed for the hospital with the
D7000 in hand. Both my daughter-in-law and the D7000 delivered.

In addition, the camera felt different in my hand. There’s nothing wrong with a D90.
It takes great pictures but the camera body has a plastic feel. The D7000 does not
feel like a D90. The metal body with a better rubber coating gives it a hefty feel in
my hand, making me feel more confident that the camera can take the daily abuse
of shooting lots of pictures. This is something that is hard to take a picture of, but I
wanted you to directly compare the way the D7000 looks in comparison to the D300S
and D90 (see figure 2). Notice how the grip is more rounded on the D7000, like the
D300S. The D90 has a grip that simply feels different. I find that the D7000 body feels
like a slightly smaller D300S in my hand.

I only brought the AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm f/3.5–5.6G VR kit lens with me. I’ve found
that this lens is sharp and has a great range for general shooting, so it seemed like a
good choice for baby and family pictures. Figure 3 shows my new grandson, Rylan
Young, only a few minutes after he was born.

Figure 3 – Rylan Conner Young – Nikon D7000, AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm lens at
70mm, 1/60s at f/8, ISO 200, Matrix Meter, direct flash from pop-up speedlight.
SD Picture Control.

Figure 4 – Rylan Conner Young – Nikon D7000, AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm lens at
62mm, 1/60s at f/5.3, ISO 800, Matrix Meter, direct flash from pop-up speedlight.
SD Picture Control.
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Using the Auto exposure mode, Auto area-AF, along with the popup speedlight I was
able to compose some great images with little effort. This is how a camera is supposed
to work. When you want a good picture but want to focus on your subject more than
photography, why not use a camera that will reliably do everything for you, while you
enjoy the occasion.

Nikon D7000 Review
Noise Control
Once the initial excitement died down I thought I would test the camera for noise
control. I had read that the D7000 was better than other cameras at noise control,
and I found it to be true. I cranked the ISO up to 800 and took a few more shots. In
figure 4 you’ll see both a full sized image and a 100% blowup of the results at 800
ISO. This image is about 1/3 stop underexposed. Check out the 100% area. Where’s
the noise?
I am very impressed with the noise control that Nikon has added to this camera. It is
better than my D2x, D90, and D300S. I shot more images at higher ISOs. At 1600 ISO
noise was still not bad at all. It’s hard to quantify something like this, and even harder
to show in an article. Let me just say that the Nikon D7000 is probably about 35%
better at high ISOs than my D300S. It’s an amazing DX sensor.

Image Sharpness
One of the things that I really want out of a camera is a sharp image. Of course, the
lens has a lot to do with image sharpness, however, the sensor must be able to produce
a sharp image or the lens won’t matter much. Do you think shooting with a kit lens will
tell you anything about sharpness? I didn’t think so, until I shot with the D7000 and its
AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6G VR kit lens. I took a lot of pictures at the hospital
and was really impressed with their sharpness. Let me show you a picture cutout at
100% again to help you see you what I mean.
In Figure 5 is a picture of my daughter Emily, and her fiancé, Gabriel. When I examined
this image at 100% pixel-peeping level on my computer monitor, I was amazed at the
fact that I was seeing individual facial hairs and veins in eyeballs resolved. Keep in mind
that this is a VR stabilized, handheld, direct-flash shot. What do you think about the
sharpness? Once again, this shot was handheld with the kit lens, so imagine what do
you think the camera can do with premium Nikkor glass on a tripod.
Shooting at a Wedding Reception
I recently shot a wedding where I used the D7000 as a backup. I never shoot the main
ceremony with equipment I have not thoroughly tested, so I used my D300S as the
primary camera. However, I took a large number of images at the reception with the
D7000 so that I could see how it performs.
If you’ve ever shot a wedding reception you know that you walk around taking pictures
of people eating, dancing, laughing and having a good time. The room is always dark
(to add to the romantic mood) so you need to have good flash control. The D7000 delivered there as well. I was interested in seeing how a small Nikon SB-400 flash would
perform on the camera. I also wondered how well the popup flash would do.

Figure 5 – Emily Young & Gabriel Bruning – Nikon D7000, AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm
lens at 70mm, 1/60s at f/8, ISO 200, Matrix Meter, direct flash from pop-up
speedlight. SD Picture Control.
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In figure 6 you can see how the SB-400 worked with the D7000. This group picture
was well lit and the room light was blended well with the flash. I took hundreds of
images with the camera and SB-400 flash and found it much easier to use than my
D300S.
Why?
Well, the D300S makes you think about the pictures. I shoot in Aperture priority mode
and f/8 at most weddings so I have to be careful to make sure my histogram is just
right. Sure, I could go into ISO Auto mode and let the D300S adjust its ISO, but I invariably forget that I’ve set it to Auto ISO and later lose some shots to noise.

Nikon D7000 Review

Figure 6 – Family and Friends – Nikon D7000, AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm lens at
45mm, 1/60s at f/4.8, ISO 800, Matrix Meter, direct flash from Nikon SB-400. SD
Picture Control.

Figure 7 – Family and Friends – Nikon D7000, AF-S Nikkor 18-105mm lens at
18mm,1/60s at f/4, ISO 560, Matrix Meter, direct flash from popup flash. SD Picture Control.

Instead, I decided to use the D7000 to shoot most of the reception. The camera is not
as heavy, the SB-400 flash is tiny in comparison to my SB-900 and the Auto mode on
the command dial simply gets the shot every time. Since the D7000 controls noise so
much better than any other DX camera I’ve used, I felt comfortable just shooting without thought. I just walked around and took pictures. Nearly all of them were exactly
what I wanted. This is one amazing camera. Just look at those nice skin tones! The
group image in figure 6 is at 800 ISO (that’s where the D7000/SB-400 combo seemed
to settle for most indoor flash shots).

Figure 7 is an example of the popup flash at 560 ISO. I wanted to see how the camera
would perform when I shot wide in a darkened room. Most of the lights were off in
this shot because they were getting ready to start dancing. What amazed me is that
the D7000 did not burn out the skin tones on these two young ladies even though
most of what it could see was dark. Many cameras tend to burn out the subject when
shooting against a dark background. Look at what the D7000 did in Auto mode. How
much better could you make it perform if you took control of the camera? The D7000
gives you a choice!

Next, I wanted to see how the popup flash would work. These tiny built-in speedlights
are not very powerful, unless you get close, or like in my case, use the Auto mode.
When in Auto mode the camera can adjust the ISO to whatever it needs to “get the
picture.” I was curious how the D7000 would handle varying light conditions.

My Thoughts on the Nikon D7000
The Nikon D7000 camera is mature technology—finally. Why do I say that? Well, as an
author of camera books and a user of digital cameras since 1999, I’ve seen a gradual
progression of technology. So have you, right?
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Like you, I enjoy a new camera,
and I’m sure we’ll both keep right
on buying them. However, with
the mature technology found in
the Nikon D7000 it isn’t absolutely necessary to buy for several years. Think about it. How many megapixels do you
need? The D7000 has 16+ megapixels. With file sizes that large you can make huge
prints, even up to wall mural and roadside billboard sizes. Do you really need more
megapixels? Honestly, we don’t need more, even if we might want more. Only specialist photographers really need more than about the 12 megapixel level. So the D7000
has a mature image size.
Figure 8 – Multi-CAM 4800DX AF Module

What about autofocus? The D7000 with its new Multi-CAM 4800DX autofocus system can focus in light levels in which you can barely focus your own eyes (see figure 8).
It has 39 focus points spread around the viewfinder in a pattern that covers the subject
well and multiple modes that allow you to shoot static or moving objects equally well.
It has all the AF modes a semi-pro camera needs, including 3D color-based tracking of
moving subjects. Birders and race car shooters should pay attention to this camera.
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Starting with my first DSLR, the
Nikon D100 in 2002, I’ve taken
digital photography very seriously. As each new camera feature arrived I’ve enjoyed it; yet I wanted
even more. I was always reaching
for more resolution, faster autofocus, larger monitor screens—
bigger, better, faster, more, more,
more. Every 18 months, or so,
I’d seek the latest thing out and
rejoice over its superior goodies.
Now, after over 10 years of doing this, the technology has progressed to the point that “more,
more, more” is not as appealing
as it once was.

Nikon D7000 Review

The camera’s LCD monitor screen
has the resolution of early computer monitors in a size that lets
you see detail down to the inFigure 9 – 16.2 Megapixel Imaging Sensor
dividual pixel level (see figure
10). Another mark of a semi-pro
camera is whether the viewfinder
shows 100% coverage of the
subject, compared to 95%. Being able to see all the subject, even the edges, keeps
you from including unexpected things in the image. I love the fact that the camera
has a 100% viewfinder, like my D300S. It even does automatic chromatic aberration
correction.
This is a camera that can capture and display pictures, slide shows and movies at the
highest resolutions most of us will ever require in the next few years. What more do
you need? The D7000 has nearly any exposure mode you could desire, with full and
partial automation available, or even complete manual control; all with the turn of a
dial. It can capture up to six images in one second, allowing you to shoot action shots
with ease.
The camera has a robust magnesium alloy body in the most critical areas, with a nice
easy-to-grip rubber coating (see figure 11). It’s built for years of faithful service. The
weight of the camera is not too heavy for most. It makes a good camera for daily
use, hiking, events, and general shooting. I particularly like the external controls on
the camera body. Unlike its predecessor, the Nikon D90, the D7000 has the most
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The imaging sensor has sensitivity
levels that range from 100 ISO to
25,600 ISO (see figure 9). With
that much light gathering capability you can literally shoot in the
dark, getting excellent images
and video. Do you remember the
old film days when 400 ISO film
was amazing? Well, just imagine
25,600 ISO. Do you need more—
really?

Nikon D7000 Review
Figure 11 – Magnesium-Alloy
Body
Even the RGB light meter sensor has been improved over the
D90 and D300S (see figure 13).
The D7000 has a 2016-pixel
RGB sensor, where previous cameras only have 1,005 pixels. The
3D Color Matrix sensor delivers
more accurate control of the light
meter and provides the powerful
Nikon Scene Recognition System
for better exposure, white balance, 3D color tracking, and iTTL
flash control.

Figure 10 – 921,000 Dot 3 inch LCD Monitor
important controls on external dials and switches. That moves it into a different class
of camera. In my opinion, you should consider the D7000 much closer to a semi-pro
camera, like the D300S/D700, than the earlier D90. Instead of digging through menus
to adjust the camera, you can just turn a dial or flip a switch for immediate results.
That’s a professional-level feature. It feels like a mini-D300S.
Another feature that the D7000 gains is a shutter life that’s been extended by 50%.
Where the D90 has a shutter rated to 100,000 shots, the D7000 ups that to 150,000
images (see figure 12). That’s the same as the D300S and other semi-pro Nikons. Once
again, this considerably raises the class of the D7000. With that level of longevity built
in, doesn’t this camera seem more semi-pro than enthusiast?
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Figure 12 – 150,000 image shutter

Figure 13 – 3D Color Matrix 2016Pixel RGB Sensor

Nikon D7000 Review
If you are interested in shooting video, the D7000 is better than most other DSLRs.
With full-time autofocus and a stereo mic input you can buy all the goodies that converts a DSLR into a balanced, leveled movie maker, or you can just flip the switch and
push the button for some excellent 1080p video of your family and friends (see figure
14).

Figure 14 – New control switch and
button for Live View and Video

Figure 15 – Dual SD/SDHC/SDXC
card slots

Added to that is the dual card slots, giving you plenty of storage capacity for shooting
until you’re satisfied (see figure 15). Honestly, what more do you need than the Nikon
D7000? What I’m trying to say is simple. You may be like me, with a chronic case of
NAS (Nikon Acquisition Syndrome), which compels you to buy the latest camera Nikon
makes. However, with the mature level of technology found in this highly desirable
camera, it’s no longer necessary to upgrade constantly.
Maybe it would be better to keep using the D7000 camera body for years to come
and buy some great lenses instead of a new body. The lens is more important than
the camera body for great photography. Combine a great camera body like the new
D7000 with some excellent Nikkor lenses and you’ll be making the best images you’ve
ever created.
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Want to see what our members are saying
about the Nikon D7000?
Check our Nikon D7000 Users Group

AF-S NIKKOR 24-120mm f/4G ED VR
It took a while,
but Nikon seems to have nailed it
Jerry Burnell is an award winning photographer and jewelry designer who has
been critiquing, lecturing and shooting
the latest in Nikon photographic equipment and photography techniques for
over 40 years. He is also the contributor
of a “first look” review on the Nikon
D2X a few years ago.

by Jerry Burnell (Jerry Burnell)

My first impression was it looked very professional. It was all black with white lettering
and gold with no garish white tube, yellow, or red accents. I mounted it to my D3X
and cradled the lens and camera in my left hand by the lens. The balance was good
but the lens feels larger. My average sized hand did not fit quite as far around the lens
for as secure of a grip.

I had been waiting for many years for
the new upgraded version of AF-S VR
Zoom-NIKKOR 24-120mm f/3.5-5.6G
IF-ED lens to hit the streets. I have felt
somewhat ashamed using this much
beleaguered lens for the past six years
to win many photographic awards.
Therefore I was elated when Nikon announced a new upgraded version (after
many false starts) in August of this year.
The 3.5-5.6 has been my “walk around
lens” for years even though I also have
the great Nikkor 24-70 F2.8 (the three
stop VR just overshadowed the 2.8).
E-Photo Craft had two listed in stock on
Sept 30th, and I successfully placed an
order.
Waiting for the UPS truck was agonizing. But thankfully it arrived early and I dug into
the box. I have shot many thousands of frames with the old 3.5-5.6 lens so I was anxiously wondering if the F4 was an improvement and was it worth the extra $650.
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I mounted the lens hood and it did not immediately snap into place. I was dismayed.
Did it not lock in place like the old one did? I twisted a little harder and SNAP it locked
in place with much more authority, not the wimpy snap like the old one has always
replied with. Then I looked at the lens hood. It is thicker and deeper than the older
model which is a welcome sight after breaking and replacing my old one twice. And
there are concentric scallops in the inner surface to trap even more light from reflecting
into the glass. (Picture #1)

AF-S NIKKOR 24-120mm f/4G ED VR
The alignment dot for the lens hood is top center instead of canted like the old one
which makes it quicker to index the lens hood for attachment. I noticed the amount
of torque it takes to attach the lens to the camera has increased because of the new
rubber seal on the back of the lens that increases moisture and dust resistance between
lens and body.
I checked (by hand) the lens barrel for “wobble” which always worried and concerned
me even when the 3.5-5.6 was new. It felt much more solid. I put it up to my eye and
zoomed to 120mm. Subconsciously, I expected it to dim but it did not and that is quite
pleasant. The viewfinder is brighter at the top end of course. The focus ring is further
to the back behind the distance window and is easier to discern which one it is. Immediately the lens felt stronger and ready to stand up to heavy work.
Three days later I headed out on an eight day road trip To Washington, DC and surrounding states. I was not going to be able to use my very large trusty five series Gitzo
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CF tripod most of the time and I was intrigued, if the extra f-stop of VR was actually
going to help. I usually do 95% of my critical shooting on a tripod but could not use
one in many locations on this trip.
I was wanting to do HDR venues but I was doubtful if I could hold the camera solid
enough to keep register on successive auto bracketed frames even after post alignment
processing.
I found, while at the Library of Congress that if I carefully kept a viewfinder focus
bracket from wavering from the same point in the scene, as the camera slowly automatically fired in 14 bit, the four stop VR did the rest. (Photo # 2)
The VR II is just short of incredible. This opens up a whole new field of photography
(hand held indoor HDR) for me, like the venues that I shot at the Library of Congress. I
also took HDR shots of old derelict cars in West Virginia from a tripod with the VR still

AF-S NIKKOR 24-120mm f/4G ED VR

The lens produces extremely sharp, vibrant, saturated, pictures with great contrast,
whether you are hand holding or tripod mounted. I felt the lens locking on subjects
slightly quicker especially at the long end as one would expect with the fixed F4. While
riding in the very back seat of a domestic SUV I decided to try out the active version of
VR, panning while traversing the road at 60 mph the VR performed quite well. (Photo
#3)
The next question was: did the lens still vignette like the 3.5? I was shooting a full
frame D3X and unfortunately, yes it does. If you are shooting an APS-C you will probably never see it but in full frame it can be somewhat pronounced.
After arriving back home I took my new “walk around lens” to photograph a granddaughter’s dance recital without flash. When I took it out of the backpack the zoom
ring was loose down around the front of the lens. I carefully aligned it with the lens and
snapped it back in place. I hope this is not a recurring element with this design.
The 24-120 F4 is a great combination of lighter weight and versatility. On a full frame
it is right in the range of a normal wide angle (24mm) through portrait (75-105mm) to
short telephoto (120mm). With APS-C format it is still equivalent to a short 35-180mm
medium telephoto that focuses close enough to shoot across the table if you push back
just a little.
I would have been more reluctant to spend the double amount of the 3.5 if it were not
for the fact that my son was lusting for the 3.5. Unlike many I have always been able
to produce very sharp pictures with my 3.5-5.6 but this is, as one would expect, is a
better and finer crafted lens as we have come to expect from a Nikkor.
If it were only for the extra stop of VR or the extra stop on the top end this lens would
be worth it, not to mention the sharper optics or more robust build. It is now my normal, all around, lens of choice.
If you are looking for the latest in a great “Multi-purpose, walk around lens” you do
not have to look any further, it is finally here in the Nikkor AF-S 24-120mm f/4G ED
VR lens.
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on just to see what happened, printed them to 24 X 36 inches, and the license tags are
totally readable and sharp. (Photo #3)

Academy lessons learned

by Hayo Baan

Workshops
in Europe to expand
Our newly established Nikonians Academy Europe
workshop leaders have been comparing notes on the
needs of their workshop attendees and they have
come up with some interesting observations. Hayo
Baan (Head Instructor) and John McDonald have been
determining the needs of their attendees and adjusting their workshops to meet those needs:
While taking part in our “In Depth” camera workshops
you will learn a great many things that even many pros
would love to know.
For instance, we teach proper use of a memory card.
This involves guidance about not erasing files individually on the camera or computer but to always format
your memory card in the camera. Not only is this the
most “stable” way, preserving the capacity of your SD
or CF card, it is also the best guarantee you will be able
to recover your photos after an accidental deletion or
formatting. Furthermore, we also highly recommended
the use of a card reader for downloading your photos
to your computer and to never ever work on files on
the memory card directly but on a copy that you have
saved and verified first.
We try to explain what we call “Digital Basics”; things
that most people overlook when learning to use their DSLR through “trial and error”.
We talk about the advantages and disadvantages of the various image quality settings
and how to use Display Mode replay options such as Histogram and Highlight to ensure correct exposure.
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Hayo Baan credits workshop member Dennis Owen for suggesting this image,
which illustrates the versatility of the Nikon Creative Lighting System. He used an
SB900 mounted on-camera as master to act as front light as well as to trigger all
the other speedlights that were set up as wireless remotes

Academy lessons learned
People are often surprised to hear that their choice of Picture Control setting is only
really valid for finished JPEG files produced in their cameras. Most people seem to use
third-party software to process their RAW files and struggle to understand why these
results do not match what they see on the LCD Monitor in their cameras. We show
people how to make the most of their Picture Control choice for both JPEG and NEF
without having to buy any new software at all!

Master Nikon Capture NX2
Learn how to use Nikon’s premier photo processing software to get the very most out
of your images on this one-day workshop. We’ll use Capture and learn how to utilize
it to its full capacity. We’ll also learn how it should be integrated with Photoshop and
where Capture NX2 fits in your digital workflow.

On our workshops we find that Autofocus is one of the major areas that most Nikon
shooters struggle to get to grips with. Through a mix of powerful graphical material
including photographic examples and animation, together with hands-on practical exercises, our workshop delegates find themselves gaining greater confidence with the
various settings and AF-Modes.

Workshop dates:
23 January 2011, Utrecht, NL
05 February 2011, Antwerp, BE
26 February 2011, Elstree, Herts UK
06 March 2011, Manchester, UK
13 March 2011, London Kensington, UK

So if you’re looking to learn hints and tips like these and more on camera usage, flash,
and Nikon Capture NX2, please have a look at our full workshop descriptions and
schedule at www.nikonians.eu.
Nikonians Academy Europe announces new workshops
and new schedule for 2011
As part of an ongoing program of development and expansion to meet the needs of
the Nikonians community, Nikonians Academy Europe has introduced two exciting
new workshop titles. They are also responding to growing demand for existing workshops by scheduling a whole series of dates in early 2011.
Coming Soon:
Master your Nikon DSLR Essentials
If you have had your Nikon DSLR for some time or even if you are new to digital;
whether your camera is bang up-to-date or is one of the previous generation models,
this workshop covers the fundamentals that you should know to get the most out of
your equipment. This is a useful steppingstone to the more advanced camera-specific
workshops.
Workshop dates:
12 February 2011, Slough, Berks UK
06 March 2011, Utrecht, NL
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The “Master your Nikon D300/D300s In Depth”, “Master your Nikon i-TTL Wireless
Flash,CLS” and “Master your Nikon D700 & D3/D3s/D3x In Depth” workshops have
been very well received by the Nikonians community over the last few months. To satisfy the ongoing demand, we have scheduled dates in the first quarter of 2011 at the
most popular venues. For a complete listing of all the new dates go to the Nikonians
Academy Europe website and click on the workshop that interests you most.

How do I book a place
on one of the Nikonians Academy Workshops?
To take part in one of our workshops could not be easier.
Go to our website: www.nikoniansacademy.eu
and and just click on the workshop topic name to see the details and to confirm
that it is the right workshop for you. At the bottom of that page you will see a list of all
of the City Areas and the dates where and when the workshops will be held. Just click
on the “Buy Now” button next to the workshop that suits you best and you will be
taken, step-by-step, through the booking process.
That’s it! As simple as that!

Holiday Gift Ideas from the Nikonians Photo Pro Shops
If you are still searching for the perfect gift for your favorite Nikon enthusiast, look
no further than our Nikonians Photo Pro Shop.
Our Nikonians Photo Pro Shops in the USA and Europe report an outstanding community response to their recent thermos lens cup gift giving solution for your favorite
Nikon enthusiast. They also report that just in time for the Holidays, they ordered
up a good supply of the cups featuring seasonal packaging. Check USA availability
here and Europe here. These are great holiday gifts which also help support the community with your purchases.
The 24-70mm f/2.8G ED AF-S Coffee Mug package includes:
• The coffee mug itself
• A coffee mug cap (replica of the lens cap)
• A black pouch
• Holidays Lens Box
And -- as a bonus -- if you happen to know a Canon fan, check out the USA Pro
Shop Canon version. It’s also available through the Photo Pro Shop in Europe.

If it’s serious gift giving you have in
mind, the Photo Pro Shop has covered, with a wide assortment of Tripods and ballheads (including the
exclusive MAGICA* Superior Camera Support System)
This is the system developed with the
needs of Nikonians in mind. Years of
research and field testing have produced a camera support system that
is light and sturdy. You will quickly
appreciate your investment in the
quality of your images.
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Your Nikonians Photo Pro Shop
is also ready to help you “play
Santa” with such items as the
popular Nikonians Caps. Just
go to your regional shop and
look on the left for “Nikonians
Merchandise.”
In the same section you will
find such items as Lens cleaning
cloths, T-shirts in various sizes,
and tripod bags (all sporting
the Nikonians logo).

Calendar
Nikonians Academy North America workshops

Imaging Expo

Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on such topics as the
Nikon D300, D700, D3 cameras, Creating HDR, and the i-TTL/ Nikon Creative
Lighting System.

Jan 16-18, 2011
San Antonio, Texas

Check the Nikonians Academy home page for up to date information and
workshop schedules.

Imaging USA’s mission is to be the first major photographic event of the year
that brings together the forward-thinking photographers and business leaders
whose ideas spark innovation and change in the industry.

Highlights for the North American Nikonians Academy include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yosemite in Winter on February 17-20, 2011
Death Valley in the Spring on March 24-27, 2011
Big Sur: From the Coast to the Canyons on April 14-17, 2011
The Ultimate Travel Workshop: Central America & the Panama Canal on
April 27-May 18, 2011 Costa Rica Photography Adventure on March 1222, 2011
Moab, UT Photo Adventure on April 29-May 2, 2011 and May 10-13,
2011
Slot Canyons and Page, AZ, on May 3-6, 2011 and May 17-20, 2011

It is the longest running national photographic convention, expo, and image exhibition in the United States, drawing thousands of professionals from
around the world. Dating back to 1880, when it began as the annual convention and tradeshow for Professional Photographers of America, the event is
always growing and evolving.
Dates and Times:
Sunday, January 16 11:00am – 4:30pm
Monday, January 17 11:00am – 4:30pm
Tuesday, January 18 9:30am – 1:30pm
for more information visit: http://imagingusa.org/imaging-expo/

PMA International Convention & Trade Show
It’s not too early to start planning for the 2011 PMA Convention in Las
Vegas.
Dates and times will be:
Thursday, September 8, 2011-- 10:15 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday, September 9, 2011 -- 10:15 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, September 10, 2011 -- 9:15 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
For complete details visit: http://www.pmai.org/pma2011_home.aspx
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Nikonians Chapter Gatherings!
Check out our new Travel & Getting Together Forums where Nikonians can
coordinate travel plans, meetings, gatherings and chapters.

The Nikonian

Unofficially referred to as “The Wild Bunch” — these 28 stalwart Nikonians took time for a group shot during the 10th Annual Nikonians Adventure Trip (ANPAT) in front of the Red Lion Hotel, Port
Angeles, Washington, USA. More images of the members are posted in the ANPAT 10 Gallery under the heading “Nikonians Friends.” Co-founder J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) took the image, with a
Nikon D700 and Nikkor 14-24mm f/2.8G ED AF-S lens. The camera was tripod supported on a MAGICA 3.3 and he used two Speedlights. His ISO was 3200, allowing for sharp depth-of-field with
an f/10 aperture and 1/60th second shutter speed. JRP used the self timer, allowing him time to step in the shot, next to his long-time friend and Nikonians co-founder Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs). Our
ANPAT 2010 showcase begins on page 5.
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